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Co-teaching a day-long workshop at the annual meeting of the Rare Books and Manuscripts
Section of ACRL/ALA titled “Applying Descriptive Cataloging of Rare Materials (Manuscripts).”
This workshop will provide an introduction to Descriptive Cataloging of Rare Materials
(Manuscripts), the recently-published standard for cataloging individual manuscripts. The
workshop will include a brief introduction to the manual’s guiding principles, discussion of how
manuscript cataloging differs from the cataloging of published materials, an introduction to how
DCRM(MSS) treats the major elements of the catalog record, and it will also include time for
hands-on practice in applying the standard. A full description of the workshop is available on the
conference website, where I am listed as one of the instructors:
http://conference.rbms.info/2017/session/workshop-dcrmm/
I also traveled to ALA Annual in Chicago where my workshop co-organizers reported on the
completed workshop to the RBMS Workshops Committee, Bibliographic Standards Committee,
and Executive Committee.
I. ACCOMPLISHMENTS and EVALUATION
The workshop was held successfully. We had full enrollment of 30 people plus a waiting list of 35
people. The feedback we got was overwhelmingly positive. I am attaching (in a 2nd email)
evaluations for your review. Note that we got a score of all “5” the highest on the scale. A couple of
people gave us all “1” but from their written comments, I think it is safe to assume they meant “5”
and interpreted the scale backwards.
II. IS YOUR PROJECT COMPLETED? Yes

III. FINANCIAL STATEMENT
Please explain how the funds received were spent. Attach your original budget and indicate how
well your estimates matched with actual expenditures. Receipts are not necessary.
Original budget total: $1051.00 (airfare: $437.00; hotel: $415.00; meals & incidentals: $200).

My actual budget came out higher (total: $1346.98) because my flight was slightly more expensive
and my trip included the hotel in Chicago as well (airfare: $513.34; hotel: $783.64; meals &
incidentals $50.00).
IV. SHARING YOUR PRODUCT/RESULTS
Whether or not our slides are shared is up to ACRL. This was a paid workshop, so the organizers
might feel that it is not fair for workshop enrollees to post the slides, however if they are made
available I can update this report.
V. NOTE
Information included in this report may be reprinted or posted on the web for dissemination to
UCOP, other UC Libraries, and future potential LAUC grant applicants.

